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Decay starts young in the life of a girl with defeating circumstances. Constant pain festers in her heart,
becomes rooted and produces destruction. In her search for liberation, Stephanie Maddox sold her soul to a
Romeo of heroin and lost herself to the decease of addiction. As this chemical demon took the stage of her
life, yesterday's hurts faded with each injection. Lost in a barren wilderness, she heard God's call and realized
her need for a savior. This heart rending journey to Calvary is depicted by colorful art and lyrical verse
composed by the author while she was imprisoned in addiction. She was a girl screaming for any sweet sense
of Life. She captivated in her mind the miseries of what was and formed her whole being around it.
Addiction was second best to her infinite sorrow, a gaping hole, an absence of soul and coldness of heart.
Screaming, I said! She was screaming for any prick of feeling that didn't evoke the darkness she was. The
mold that was set out for her as a child had its moments of normalcy marred by chaos and some tragedy. She
tried to hold on to the pieces. Happiness slipped right through. The one consistency in her life was pain.
Marked by loss, marred by abuse, measured by life and it all added up to one equivalent. = Anything to make
her NOT feel. She found this in breaking skin just to watch herself bleed. She found this in any altered state
of mind induced by some seemingly sweet chemical. Found moment to moment, these devices kept her
searching for the next quick feel. Because no matter how sweet the pleasure that enwrapped her body after
each injection, the deficiency that was in her soul would never be filled! Or so she thought! Comfortable
with her sickness, with her deficient heart and black soul, with the idea that a junkie would be all she would
ever be, she surrendered in defeat at what her life had become. But little did she know this is where God had
her for one purpose-to change her and mend all the brokenness that only He could fix.
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From reader reviews:

Bessie Morris:

The book Inside Sane gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make your
capable far more increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting pressure or having big
problem with your subject. If you can make studying a book Inside Sane for being your habit, you can get
more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about a number of or all subjects.
You are able to know everything if you like start and read a book Inside Sane. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science e-book or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this guide?

Jack Scala:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their family,
or all their friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, likely to beach, or picnic inside
park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to something different to fill your
current free time/ holiday? May be reading a book is usually option to fill your no cost time/ holiday. The
first thing you ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to try look for book, may
be the reserve untitled Inside Sane can be great book to read. May be it is usually best activity to you.

Allen Grimm:

Inside Sane can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. Many of us recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in vocabulary, easy to understand,
bit entertaining but delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort to put every word into
pleasure arrangement in writing Inside Sane however doesn't forget the main stage, giving the reader the
hottest along with based confirm resource info that maybe you can be one among it. This great information
can drawn you into fresh stage of crucial contemplating.

Joan James:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you, why because this Inside Sane e-book written by well-known
writer who knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who also read the book.
Written within good manner for you, leaking every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate your own
hunger then you still doubt Inside Sane as good book not just by the cover but also through the content. This
is one e-book that can break don't assess book by its protect, so do you still needing one more sixth sense to
pick that!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already said so why you have to listening to an additional
sixth sense.
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